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On December 21, 2012, the Mayan calendar will end. Many see it as an apocalyptic sign.But is it?In
The Twelfth Insight, the long-awaited fourth book in the beloved Celestine Series, we again follow
our Hero and his close friend Wil. They have just received a portion of another ancient and
mysterious manuscript that describes a secret approach to spirituality that is silently arriving in the
second decade of the 21st Century. But the manuscript is only available in fragments. To
understand its full meaning for mankind, our Hero and Wil begin an urgent search to find the
message in its entirety. As they embrace the power of Synchronicity and begin their search, they
are confronted by powerful political forces and religious extremists that stand in the way of these
spiritual revelations. Utilizing what he calls the "parable effect," and based on his own sources,
James Redfield explores the similarities and differences that exist among the world religions,
revealing the essential messages contained within them that can energize our experience of
spirituality-- and produce a new wave of integrity and reform that can transform our lives and our
world.
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I've read (and own) all of James Redfield's books. I'll review the book momentarily, but let me give a
little background on where my review is coming from. I'm interested in the human situation, thinking,
and consciousness. I enjoy philosophy (Nietzsche, Schopenhauer, Wittgenstein, J.

Krishnamurti,etc.) and I'm really into the writings/teachings of Thich Nhat Hanh, and Buddhist/Taoist
philosophy in general. I also enjoy the Walking Dead and Chew comic books, Seinfeld, and
Arrested Development on TV. These interests, I believe, give you a taste of my tastes. I'm not a
New Age person, per se.I tried reading Louise Hay's stuff and other Hay House publications (the
Abraham series, etc.) and I've seen the Secret and read things written by some of the presenters
thereon, and plenty of other things of that sort. While I "get them", they all just seem far too "me"
oriented. From what they seem to be saying--in my quite possibly erroneous interpretation--is that
the whole point of life is to manifest cars and boats and live forever. And an Abraham cruise-ship?!
Seems weird to me (if you've got the money to take a cruise, might you consider manifesting food
for the poor, or clean water for third world nations?)And while I understand that those sorts of things
click with some people--everyone is at a different point in their journey--they don't click with me. I
can not get around the irony found in a text or a video that tells me to transcend my ego, yet at the
same time tells me that my ego might like me to have more money and a bigger house. And take a
cruise.Back to James Redfield. He's different. He doesn't appear to be in it for the money. For
goodness sake, he offers a bimonthly (I think?) webcast/teleconference with anyone who wants to
join, FOR FREE!
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